Graduate American and New England Studies Glickman Family Library, Portland - Individual quiet study rooms, not group study, would be helpful. The room is a quiet and comfortable place for students to study in a central location, the library unfortunately is not central. Bedford street divides the campus. I am frequent user of ILLIAD. I wish we had direct access to more journals. I'd like to be able to import references in a standard formate from PUBMED, instead of copy and paste, copy and paste, for each heading (author, title, etc).

Graduate American and New England Studies Glickman Family Library, Portland It would be nice if the library open earlier on Sundays. For group projects, we have been forced to meet elsewhere in order to return to college 25 years after receiving my BA, I was technologically challenged to say the least. The Glickman staff and the computer sites made library literacy not very embarrassing.

Graduate Applied Science, Engineering, and Technology Glickman Family Library, Portland I found that I work much better at the library than at home. I usually use the Glickman or the law library in Portland. The law library is beautiful, too! The law library could use a renovation, but it is very quiet. My only complaint is that there should be a printer for the computer on the 4th floor or the computer on the 4th floor at the Glickman library. I'd like to be able to drink a cup of coffee in the stacks or at least parts of every floor at the Glickman Library. As long as I can't do that, my time in the library will be limited, which is a big disappointment, actually. I love studying in a library...I can also be trusted to be responsible with a beverage. As at the New York Public Library reading room, for example. I use the Library cafe almost exclusively when I'm at the library...and it's not very nice, I have to admit. If you can improve that area, or expand areas where one could drink coffee or tea within the library, it would be awesome. (If I am misinformed, and I can actually take coffee of the cafe area, my apologies...I'll double check when I'm there tomorrow :-)

Graduate Business Glickman Family Library, Portland Skip Kellogg is excellent

Graduate Business Glickman Family Library, Portland - Individual quiet study rooms, not group study, would be helpful. The room is a quiet and comfortable place for students to study in a central location, the library unfortunately is not central. Bedford street divides the campus. I am frequent user of ILLIAD. I wish we had direct access to more journals. I'd like to be able to import references in a standard formate from PUBMED, instead of copy and paste, copy and paste, for each heading (author, title, etc).

Graduate Business Glickman Family Library, Portland It would be nice if the library open earlier on Sundays. For group projects, we have been forced to meet elsewhere in order to return to college 25 years after receiving my BA, I was technologically challenged to say the least. The Glickman staff and the computer sites made library literacy not very embarrassing.

Graduate Business Glickman Family Library, Portland I found that I work much better at the library than at home. I usually use the Glickman or the law library in Portland. The law library has better hours, especially on the weekend. The librarians at the Glickman have been very good to me, in particular a man by the name of "Zip" and another librarian "Barrett". I really appreciated their patience with me. I believe the Glickman library is beautiful, too! The law library could use a renovation, but it is very quiet. My only complaint is that there should be a printer for the computer on the 4th floor or the computer on the 4th floor at the Glickman library. I'd like to be able to drink a cup of coffee in the stacks or at least parts of every floor at the Glickman Library. As long as I can't do that, my time in the library will be limited, which is a big disappointment, actually. I love studying in a library...I can also be trusted to be responsible with a beverage. As at the New York Public Library reading room, for example. I use the Library cafe almost exclusively when I'm at the library...and it's not very nice, I have to admit. If you can improve that area, or expand areas where one could drink coffee or tea within the library, it would be awesome. (If I am misinformed, and I can actually take coffee of the cafe area, my apologies...I'll double check when I'm there tomorrow :-)

Graduate Education and Human Development Glickman Family Library, Portland The staff at both the Portland and Gorham libraries have been extremely helpful to me. They bend over backwards to help me find what I need. Regarding my less than "right answers on this survey": The Gorham library is ugly--and uncomfortable for studying. And I'm still sometimes confused about the different login ids I need for the library/informational resources and also for logging in from home. It would be nice if all the login information could be the same instead of having separate illiad, blackboard, and student ids logins. Also, it would be great if USM could subscribe to the online database JSTOR--or make it easier to access. I haven't been able to actually retrieve an article from JSTOR, though I've tried many times. And also, I am surprised that the library isn't open 24 hours?? Maybe there isn't demand--but since my classes end at 10p.m. sometimes I'd like to go to the library for awhile afterwards and get my studying done then. THANKS!
Graduate Education and Human Development
Institutional Technology and Media Services
More hours at LAC needed. Video take out needed. MFL 5-6 of media etc. needed for grad students at Gorham. Gorham study places needed. Up to date journals and books in my discipline needed and easy access/borrowing.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
I have had one experience where the Gorham library acted annoyed when a graduate student was working with was talking about our project in the area that is designated okay for such talk. I was confused by this reaction and I wonder if posting the rules more openly or in bigger lettering would help this to not happen again.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
Very helpful, knowledgeable staff.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
In my years at USM, I have never been inside any of the libraries as it has never been needed. I still use EBSCO host through my undergrad university because of the ease of use.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
Very attractive space, a nice place to work.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
Library employees have always gone above and beyond to assist me. The Gorham library needs updating. The Gorham library should be air conditioned. It would be nice to receive copied library materials on one location, even when they are available at the library.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
Not many resources on campus libraries for foreign language teachers.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
I feel that the folks in the library are knowledgeable and caring. However, they do not reach everyone in teaching how to use the available resources. Further, URSUS, ERIC, and other key search engines are frequently down, and 95% of the time when I have found a listing in ERIC, it says that it does not have the full text article available.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
For the most part I am generally more than pleased with the service. However, the hours on Sundays are insufficient for the students who would use the library on the graduate level. It would be much better if the library would open earlier than 10:30pm on Sundays.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
Have you improved compatibility among University System libraries? Last time I tried, it was very difficult to use library services at campuses other than the home campus. Makes life very difficult for those of us who live/work far from the home campus.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I find the day-to-day operations of Glickman and the Gorham library facilitated by people at the circulation desks, inter-library loan, and reference, excellent. It is clear that for the most part these people love their job, know their business, and genuinely want to provide whatever assistance they can, in spite of the library's holdings.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
The staff at the Gorham library are always courteous and extremely helpful. Interlibrary loan has worked very smoothly. My only complaint would be that the library is occasionally a little bit loud in the afternoons.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Staff are always ready to help, which I greatly appreciate, but they also let me go on individually and do things myself. The only improvement is the acoustics of the Gorham library--you can hear EVERYTHING and its so open that's not always conducive to quiet and intimate, comfortable studying. I wish the university could provide more money to give students private study rooms that do not have fluorescent lights and are a bit more intimate.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I do wish that there were more areas within the library for quiet study time. Though I know that library staff are very busy, I wish that they would circulate more to be able to quiet others who are having distracting louder-than-should-be conversation, as they do not always respect reminders from a peer.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I really do find the holdings of the library systems limited and limiting, but I am used to the Harvard and BU library systems and know the UM system just doesn't have the $5. (This background means my needs are minimal for additional information-seeking instruction.) I did my undergraduate work at Wichita State University, and expected the USM system libraries to be at least as good, but have been disappointed by the holdings.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
On an aesthetic note--it would be lovely to have a full reading room--fireplace, book-lined walls, etc.--on an upper floor overlooking the city and the bay. A luxury, but gee, what a nice place that would be to read in.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Staff are always helpful - be it finding a particular reference or guiding me to references to check.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I love that I can request a book from any of the other UMaine System libraries and pick it up at USM - I think that's an important deal, and is one of the little things that makes it nice to visit the library.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have been using the library system for about 15 years, and early on conversed at some length with a woman at the circulation desk (Marilyn). Ever since then she has remembered who I am and what my fields of interest are; this impresses me a great deal, and is one of the little things that make it nice to visit the library.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
This survey was very long and questions seemed repetitive. the three separate columns seemed unnecessary.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Any service or need I have ever needed having been an undergraduate, graduate and employee has always been met with high customer service and skill.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Any library needs. I do not use Yahoo or Google even if I am on those sites daily/weekly for information needs. Thank you.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I access e-reserves and do my research from my home computer using the indexes and databases the libraries have.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Sometimes I forget how to use boolean or how to narrow my searches...this frustrates me. Are there online tutorials on researching peer reviewed work?

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have just recently started accessing library services for an on-line class. I had difficulty finding what I needed, but a wonderful librarian named Casandra has been extremely helpful.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The library research staff have been generally of consistently high caliber. With the rare exception, they have been very helpful and professional. electronic research is so much easier than it was for my first masters in '94, thanks.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
During Pat Reid's summer class in 2006 (Behavioral Development) a speaker from the wonderful speaker come to us in the Portland campus library. I believe she was from the LAC campus. She was very knowledgeable about accessing library services and told us her with any questions or concerns.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
Staff has always been knowledgeable, respectful and kind.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have not received the services of the library for the course I'm taking on Saturdays.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
The set up for printing is not user friendly. Too many steps are required from to in to adding money to a card to going back in and figuring out how to print or save to print later. Not worth the effort! Most students work around it as all possible, by going else where. If you had copier near the librarians desk, and a pay cash per page system as an option your library might get more use. After I finally figured out, I tried to help many others in class at the library and before I get to the third step they say: forget it, this is way to complicated! The "FORT KNOX" type password and credit card system creates an unfriendly environment of distrust.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
I have completed a CAS at Drono and am only taking one course out of interest. I have not been on the campus in years. I am taking a graduate course offered off campus. These question do not apply to me.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
My EDU 600 class last semester (Educational Research) with Prof. Cohen consisted of a couple of classes co-taught with a USM librarian. I feel very confident with my research skills as a result of the class, and found the librarian's contribution invaluable.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I love that I can request a book from any of the other UMaine system libraries and pick it up at USM - I think that's an important and valuable feature, which I appreciate having available.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
Would like a university library as a study area.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Gorham Campus Library
Would like a more user friendly physical environment for study in Gorham.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The library as a writing area is inadequate. I used the desk man and the library. Noise levels are high. Portions of buildings are cold. Library is usable because it is the only space that is not a traffic way. I could not undertake serious research at either Glickman or Law Library because of limited technology and space. It is Ok for a two hour work or routine matter. Not for serious in-depth work.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have found that the people that work at the circulation desk and the information desks on the 2nd and 3rd floors of the library in Portland are extremely helpful. However, there is one man that works on the 6th floor who is rude and disrespectful. I also think the library should be open 24 hours a day.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I find the staff to be very courteous and knowledgeable. Delivery of out-of-date materials I borrow is always very fast. The important component that hinders me in my studies is access to electronic resources the OED, LION, digital versions of journals, etc. I don't have access to them. (I'm in the brief residency MFA program.) I've had to buy borrowers cards at other libraries to get to these sources for my thesis.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Glickman Family Library, Portland
This is a fantastic library. Only suggestions are: I have more Apple computers available for general use, and more snark options.

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
Thank you for asking for feedback!

Graduate Education and Human Development
Leaving campus library
I am always impressed with the help provided by the reference librarians at the LAC library. They do an excellent job!
Graduate
Lewiston-Auburn Programs
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
staff at the USM-LA library are always going out of their way to ensure students are getting the help that they need, and always with a positive attitude. As a graduate student, I spend a lot of time in the library and never feel as if my questions are not getting answered, and I have a lot of them.

Graduate
Lewiston-Auburn Programs
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
My only concern is that there are not enough spaces for groups of people studying. Everyday I’ve come to the library, I’ve had to go to the cafe to study because all of the rooms were taken.

Graduate
Lewiston-Auburn Programs
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
The one thing that stands out for me about the LAW library is that staff will approach students on a continual basis and ask if there is anything they can assist with. This is extremely beneficial when struggling with database searches, etc.

Graduate
Lewiston-Auburn Programs
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
Maureen Perry is patient and so helpful. I can rely on her to get me up to speed with technology that I have never been exposed to.

Graduate
Lewiston-Auburn Programs
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
I have been a student at the LAC-campus for five years working on my masters program in occupational therapy. I have found the library personnel courteous, helpful, and very supportive in my research endeavors and endless questions.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The library is a great place for students to use more group study areas and more private study areas.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I've always thought that the strength of the Glickman library is the staff. They are accommodating, sincere and incredibly valuable. They have helped me be successful in my research endeavors.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I requested the books that I needed, but I have not yet received any response since you told me that you would contact me. I have noticed that the articles that I need and easily available through the "Jilted," but can be accessed easily by doing a google search. I also have a problem with the lack of privacy at the Library. I feel that the library can become more useful by putting up desks with borders to block noise and scenes, which will help greatly to concentrate. I also think that there should be more computers for use as computers are always taken. Thank you very much for doing this survey.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have always thought that the strength of the Glickman library is the staff. They are accommodating, sincere and incredibly valuable. They have helped me be successful in my research endeavors.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The Portland Library is great-take the 7th floor. my only complaint is the lack of private study space there... there were many times my group was kicked out of group study rooms for meetings.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The staff is great--finding journals and articles on this web is extremely messy and frustrating.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I've always found great service at the library and I have been very pleased to find what I needed. I find that it can be difficult at first to navigate through, but once I had it, it was much easier to use.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I've always thought that the strength of the Glickman library is the staff. They are accommodating, sincere and incredibly valuable. They have helped me be successful in my research endeavors.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
USM card should recognize graduate students once they are excepted into graduate program. Currently my library card show up as undergrad.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Lewiston/Auburn College Library
I wish that there was easier access to the Occupational Therapy resources on the Portland or Gorham Campus. If that is not possible, I wish there were Sunday hours at the LA Campus.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I think that if you request an item from the library through interlibrary loan you should not be denied because they have it available in the library. The whole point of searching online is to have the information available to you, not immediately than with a reasonable amount of time. So because the Glickman library has the text available I have to drive 50 miles to Portland to get it rather than have it sent to me electronically. Doesn't make sense!!

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have mostly received very courteous and prompt service, although I do remember one day particularly (the middle aged, short, dark haired lady with glasses) she was great, but a few weeks ago, I needed help with something and a younger girl with long dark hair was there. There was something wrong with the computer that day, and she was not helpful at all. She didn't seem to want to get out of her chair to physically help me find a book, so I wandered through the library and finally found what I needed. I am sad when we can't seem to find a book or feel the need to try to help someone just because the computers are down! It's a good thing our nurses think differently!

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I am a student in the low residency MFA program. I have tried to get access to the library but no one has been willing to help. I once was given a guest access code that never worked. I was given a student ID card that does not have a code on it that allows library access. I would love to use the library. I wish I had help.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I use the law school library.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I am a law student. I use the Law Library daily. It is an excellent resource for students as well as the community.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I have made numerous requests for the purchase of books that are not available in the library. Furthermore, a system should be in place to allow a book to be recalled if it has already been borrowed.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I believe that the library is a vital resource for students and the collection needs to be expanded to meet the breadth and depth that I expect in a university the size of USM (I assume because of limits of funding).

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I amretired. There are a few very helpful people at the desk, but some staff are less concerned. The hours are not satisfactory for me, but I like to start working around 7:30 so that I have time before the first class.

Graduate
Nursing and Health Professions
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I am enrolled in the Stonecoast MFA program and do not directly use the USM library facilities.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
My only recommendation for improvement would be for more individual study rooms.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I appreciate the separate study rooms, as well as the free wi-fi!

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
In my opinion the USM library has an excellent service.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
Staff at the USM-LA library are always going out of their way to ensure students are getting the help that they need, and always with a positive attitude. As a graduate student, I spend a lot of time in the library and never feel as if my questions are not getting answered, and I have a lot of them.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The CD collection should be cataloged via Library of Congress call number, also, I think that the collection should be behind the counter so that it would always be in order, nothing would be missing, and everyone someday wants to listen to a CD, (even if only inside the library) it should be checked out. It is real frustrating as a graduate trying to locate CDs which the online catalog says it's checked in, but it is no where to be found. We should receive notice when another student cancels a loan. I simple email address should be listed. Also, maybe if we could designate a fellow student to pickup our LIL if we are unable to pick it up.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I always have been impressed with the high level of professional service I have received from all the full time library staff at both Glickman and Gorham. The improvements at Gorham over the last 3 years are impressive.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
The library staff is always very good, except that workstudy students are occasionally unfriendly or lacking knowledge about a question that I bring.

Graduate
Performing & Fine Arts
Glickman Family Library, Portland
I also think the special collections programs are excellent, and should continue.

Graduate
Public Policy
Glickman Family Library, Portland
overall, I think that the library is an inviting place to find information.
I think the library should offer classes on Endnotes and other software provided on campus computers. Throughout the semester!!!

I am just beginning to be aware of the great depth of research articles available in the Glickman Library and books the Library offers. I learned about a recent presentation that a librarian did for our PPM 602 class, at the request of our professor, Michael Lahti. Almost all the class attended this 40-minute presentation which opened my eyes to lots of services I did not know about. I expect to be using the library even more. Perhaps you would regularly schedule this kind of orientation and shorter presentations on specific tools and services you offer.

The service is good. I do think that the 7th floor users need to respect the quite space provided by the library. Both the conference room users and users of the quiet room.

The fact that the entire campus shuts down during holidays is very annoying. Graduate work does not end vacation.

My only real complaints are the hours the library is open. I don't think a university library should ever be closed, but I think it should open until at least 12:00AM.

There are many computer is very convenient. I will always be grateful for the decision to allow graduate students to take out books for a full semester!!!!

I am very nice. Sometimes equipment I need, such as copiers, are not working or are not working with i.d. cards.

I love the Glickman Library in Portland, it's a terrific space and the staff have always been helpful.

The number one item on my wish list for the library is better online full access to journal articles in my field (Ecology, particularly Ecology). For instance JSTOR would be a great (if expensive) addition to the current services as that would provide access to journal articles (in full-text) available for my research needs in Public Policy (accessed from off-site).

I find the online articles key and interlibrary loan extremely handy. Extreemly dated books on mathematics/statistics

I am recommending seeking ways to increase subscriptions to databases and journals. Disregard my answers, I just wanted to be able to submit this message to you.

I find the online journal is difficult on-campus. I understand there are licensing issues, but it would be helpful to have more "live links" from off-campus locations. As a commuter student this would be especially helpful.

PROBLEMS have been related to technology, not library staff.

The on-line index resource is unacceptable poor. I am often informed that an on-text of a journal article does not exist, only to find later that it does if I follow a Byzantine path to -- or am told that it does, only to find that it does not. On the other hand, interlibrary loan works well. I have occasionally been treated rudely at the front desk, but on the other hand, are very nice. Sometimes equipment I need, such as copiers, are not working or are not working with i.d. cards.

I find the online articles key and interlibrary loan extremely handy.

Problems have been related to technology, not library staff.

WOW! Who designed this survey...question 1-27 confusing, takes about 20 minutes to figure out what you are asking....hurts my eyes just looking at it......

Disregard my answers, I just wanted to be able to submit this message to you.

I am recommending seeking ways to increase subscriptions to databases and journals. Disregard my answers, I just wanted to be able to submit this message to you.

Problems have been related to technology, not library staff.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduate</th>
<th>Social Sciences / Psychology</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>I am a LAW student getting a Professional degree, and as such, I use the GARRECHT LAW LIBRARY. None of those options were available on your survey. Did you have to go through the approval process before you could send this survey to students? Even with an undergraduate degree in Sociology, I can see the glaring errors in this survey. Don’t put too much weight on your results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>I am a law student using the Garrech library, which is cold, ugly and at times loud. There are too few outlets in the place, and at 5'2&quot; my feet dangle when I sit in the chairs, which is uncomfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>Everytime I go in with a question I get treated with respect and I always leave satisfied with the information I get.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>I have had extremely positive experiences with library staff, especially those on the reference floor. Thank you!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>There are not enough books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Lewiston/Auburn College Library</td>
<td>Need more available hours and more online/offsite capabilities. Printing charges need to be lowered. Reserves need to be scanned more carefully. More attention needs to be paid to assistive technology in the library arena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>Pat Prieto is a wonderful librarian. She is incredibly knowledgable and helpful to me. I am a social work grad student (you didn’t specify that in your discipline).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Gorham Campus Library</td>
<td>I have not used the library on campus much. Staff has been helpful and friendly. I did have a problem with using it and name change and staff was not sure what to do. It took awhile. I mostly use it online and would like more journal full-texts to be available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Social Sciences / Psychology</td>
<td>Glickman Family Library, Portland</td>
<td>I love the great reading room on the seventh floor. I wish I had more time to use it. I actually get work done up there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>Gorham Campus Library</td>
<td>I’ve never really been in any of the libraries, all classes so far have required internet research or books are provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>